Website Content
Signiﬁer Medical Technologies is committed to providing our partners with key information on eXciteOSA® that
can be easily added to your facility’s website. We know that providing this information is an important part of the
patient journey and central to the overall patient experience with this innovative therapy.
We recommend including images of eXciteOSA® with the website content you develop, as it provides visualization
of the features of the device and how it’s used.

eXciteOSA® – A Daytime Therapy For Mild Obstructive Sleep Apnea and Snoring
eXciteOSA® therapy is the only FDA authorized, clinically proven daytime therapy for mild obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) and
snoring. eXciteOSA® targets the root cause of mild OSA and snoring rather than relieving the symptoms.

About the Therapy:
eXciteOSA® improves the muscle function of the tongue through stimulation therapy. Improvement of muscle function prevents the
upper airway tissue from collapsing and ensures that the upper airway remains open during sleep, thereby improving sleep quality.

How eXciteOSA® Works:
eXciteOSA® is used for 20 minutes, one time a day for 6 weeks, and only twice per week thereafter. It’s clinically proven to reduce
mild obstructive sleep apnea and snoring signiﬁcantly.1,2,3
The eXciteOSA® device is convenient and simple to use:
1. The mouthpiece gets positioned onto your tongue.
2. The app activates and customizes each therapy session, making this experience unique to you.
3. The app tracks your progress and keeps you focused on therapy goals

Key Clinical Results:
eXciteOSA® oﬀers a convenient daytime therapy for noticeable night-time results:
• 90% of patients reported reduction in snoring time3
• 89% of bed partners reported reduction of their partners snoring3
• 79% of sleep apnea patients achieved reduction in sleep apnea measures3

Learn More and Schedule An Appointment
Contact us today to learn more and schedule an appointment at [Phone Number/Hyperlink to Online Scheduling]
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